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CoastWatch is a national program funded by NESDIS1

Regional nodes are embedded in NOAA line offices

NOAA is both a data provider (NESDIS) and a data user (other line offices)
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1NESDIS:
National Environmental 
Satellite, Data, and 
Information Service

NMFS: 
National Marine 
Fisheries Service

NOS: 
National Ocean Service 

OAR:
Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Research 
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CoastWatch mission is to help users access and use satellite data

1. Provide access to datasets with data servers

2. Develop tools and tutorials to help users access and use data

3. Provide training and hands-on assistance

4. Find or create products in response to users needs

5. Work directly with users on projects
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The CoastWatch nodes are Value Added Providers   



ERDDAP – designed to make data access easier 
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ERDDAP provides a simple, consistent way to: 

• Subset datasets temporally and spatially 

• Download data in > 30 formats 

• Access data within analysis tools 
(R, Matlab, python…) using urls which 
completely define the data request 

• Machine-to-machine data exchange 

See Robinson et al. poster #381   

ERDDAP - developed at SWFSC/ERD by Bob Simons 

• 80 ERDDAPs exists worldwide 

• Every NOAA CoastWatch node has its own 
ERDDAP. 
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The ERDDAP interface is functional not beautiful  

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/


Understanding ERDDAP with a hands-on tutorial
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Online ERDDAP tutorial 
• Developed by WCN
• Walks users through using ERDDAP

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/projects/erddap/

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/projects/erddap/
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CoastWatch ocean satellite data courses 

• Developed in 2006 by the West Coast Node of CoastWatch

• 3-Day (free) course, held annually  

• Targeted towards NMFS and NOS scientists and managers 
but open to anyone

• Show participants how to access satellite data in the software 
they work with: R, ArcGIS, Matlab and python

• Request slides from Participants 

• In 2018 other CoastWatch nodes started offering this course 

• 2019 Courses: 
Mar, Juneau Alaska, WCN 
April, Honolulu, Hawaii, CPN
May, College Park, MD, ECN
Aug, Galveston, TX, GOM/WCN
Sep, La Jolla, CA, WCN 
Nov, Ann Arbor, MI, GLN 

• Components used in the international PORSEC Tutorial, 
see Levy et al. poster #416

219

26

7129

10

(including one frog)

Juneau, March 2019



Trends in software usage (WCN courses only)
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Strong Increase 
in R usage
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• Special Issue on “Education and Training in Applied 
Remote Sensing” in the ISPRS International Journal 
of Geo-Information. 

• Dedicated to educational and training programs 
that enable participants to integrate remote sensing 
data in applied or operational environments. 

• Submission Deadline: April 30, 2019

• Guest Editor: Ana Prados (NASA/GSFC)

• Manuscript in revision

Lessons learned from NOAA Satellite Courses



Course Effectiveness: VIIRS data uptake among Participants
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• From 2013-2017 participants were asked specifically asked about their pre- and post- course VIIRS 
usage 

• 74 survey responses received for those years  

• Most participants (81%) were not aware of VIIRS data before the course 



Course Effectiveness: Satellite data uptake among Participants
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• In February 2019 a survey was sent to all 
participants who had ever taken the NOAA 
CoastWatch Ocean Satellite Course, including the 
2018 ECN and PIN courses

• 293 participants were located and sent surveys  

• 96 responded, a response rate of 33%. 

• The amount of moderate satellite data usage 
doubled, from 13% before the course, to 26% after. 

• The overall satellite usage of respondents increased 
from 61% prior to the course to 86% after taking 
the course.



RerddapXtracto tools help R users extract data from ERDDAP
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• Developed based on user needs identified from the NOAA satellite courses

• R package written by Roy Mendelssohn (SWFSC/ERD), 

based on code by Dave Foley for Matlab 

• Uses the rerddap and plotdap packages 

• All packages are on cran

• Three main functions are within rerddapXtracto: 

rxtracto: extracts data along xyt points (e.g. tagged animals, ship stations)

rxtractogon: extracts data within a user-supplied polygon

rxtracto_3D: extracts data from a 3-dimensional (latitude, longitude and time)

• Will work on any dataset on any ERDDAP

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/xtracto
https://github.com/rmendels/rerddapXtracto



An rerddapXtracto tutorial is available online 
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https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/projects/r/



Participant Slide: salmon survival in 2011
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Brian Burke, Fish Ecology Division, NWFSC, NOAA Fisheries, 2014 class

Figure 1. Observed and fitted adult spring Chinook salmon returns, with the 
forecasted and observed returns for fish entering the ocean in 2011.

Observed return

Forecasted return

2011

Figure 3. Time series of 8-day composite chlorophyll concentrations.

Fig 4. Time series of average April-May chl in coastal Gulf of 
Alaska.  The lowest value (2011) suggests that low productivity 
could have negatively influenced salmon survival that year.



Participant Slide: SAR data for monitoring coast storm hazards
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Tahzay Jones, NPS, 2019 Satellite Course participant (Juneau) 

• Seward Peninsula is host to 
natural and cultural resources 
significant enough for the 
majority of the northeast coast to 
be designated a Natural Preserve. 

• Storm activity in ice-free 
conditions is accelerating erosion.

• Erosion threatens coastal villages, 
important archeological artifacts 
and migratory bird habitat. 



Ecosystem-Socioeconomic Profile (ESP) report of the Alaska Sablefish Stock

Kalei Shotwell, NOAA Alaska Fisheries Science Center (AFSC) Auke Bay Laboratory 
NOAA CoastWatch- WCN &  PolarWatch  ● polarwatch.noaa.gov

AFSC is developing stock-specific Ecosystem-

Socioeconomic Profile (ESP) reports, which will be part of 

the traditional stock assessment fishery evaluation (SAFE) 

reports. Satellite data from PolarWatch was used in the 

ESP report.

MUR SST anomalies for the Gulf of Alaska AFSC from 

May 2012-2016 during the annual survey (stations 

overlain in black). 



Develop tool to bring satellite data into stock assessment
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AFSC stock assessment tool prototype
Worked with AFSC to develop a prototype for a tool 

with indicators derived from SST and chlorophyll

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Extracted Chlorophyll and SST timeseries 

within sectors to generate ERDDAP datasets 

• Develop a prototype online tool to view and download 

indicators by sector, with ERDDAP on the backend 

• AFSC is evaluating prototype

FUTURE GOALS

• Finish development

• Transition tool to AFSC ERDDAP



C-HARM Model, California-Harmful Algal Risk Mapping 
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CENCOOS Website: https://www.cencoos.org/data/models/habs
Data served on WCN ERDDAP: https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/griddap/charmForecast0day.graph

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/griddap/charmForecast1day.graph
https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/griddap/charmForecast2day.graph
https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/griddap/charmForecast3day.graph



Loggerhead turtle online management tool 
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Higher than normal SST have been correlated with the 
presence of loggerheads in the waters off Southern 
California that overlap with California drift gillnet 
fishing grounds. In an effort to reduce bycatch of 
loggerhead turtles, the Pacific Loggerhead 
Conservation Area was established in 2003 by NMFS.

The Pacific Loggerhead Conservation Area is subject to 
closure to drift gillnet fishing from June 1 to August 31 
if the following  conditions are met:
• an El Niño event is occurring or is forecast to occur
• El Niño conditions (warmer than normal waters) 

occur off Southern California.

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/loggerheads



EcoCast dynamic ocean management tool 
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The EcoCast Map product is a novel fishery 
sustainability tool that uses satellite data and 
animal weighting factors to help fishers and 
managers better evaluate how to allocate 
fishing effort to optimize the catch of target 
species (e.g. swordfish) while minimizing the 
accidental bycatch of blue sharks and 
protected species (leatherback sea turtles, 
California sea lions).

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/ecocast
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CoastWatch mission is to help users access and use satellite data

1. Provide access to datasets with data servers: 

ERDDAP

2. Develop tools and tutorials to help users access and use data: 

Online tutorials on R scripts & ERDDAP, EDC, rerrdapXtracto package 

3. Provide training and hands-on assistance: 

NOAA Satellite Course 

4. Find or create products in response to users needs: 

OC-CCI products, MUR SST Anomaly 

5. Work directly with users on projects:

C-HARM, AFSC Stock Assessment, Loggerhead Turtle Management Tool  
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Answers to Questions 1-2 

1. What do you use the data/products for? What is their purpose?

The CoastWatch nodes are Value Added Providers, they serve as middlemen, easing data 
delivery and access between providers and users. The primary users of the CoastWatch
West Coast Node are the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Integrated Ocean 
Observing System (IOOS), and universities on the US West Coast who use satellite data for 
stock assessment, environmental monitoring, and ecosystem management.

2. What data / products are you using and are they described adequately?

The CoastWatch West Coast Node serves over 1400 datasets that include satellite data 
(SST, ocean color, SSH, ocean vector and scalar winds, SSH and sea-ice), modeling data, 
and in situ measurements (Argo floats, NDBC buoy, shipboard measurements). All 
datasets have metadata that comply with CF and ACDD standards, including links to data 
descriptions from the data providers. Often we need to augment the metadata to bring it 
into compliance.
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Answers to Questions 3-5 

3. What are the barriers and problems you encountered?
ERDDAP works best as an aggregator of datasets if the datasets can be accessed via a data 
service like aggregated THREDDS. Often the datasets are available only via FTP, HTTPS, or 
on THREDDS without aggregation, which requires downloading and storing data locally. 

4. What is easy and useful?
Datasets that blend sensor data from many mission to increase coverage in space and 
time, for example the ESA CCI Ocean Colour Product.

5. What would you like to see done differently?
Better metadata associated with the datasets, blended datasets (sensor independent), 
and datasets with longer timespans.
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Questions?

Cara.Wilson@noaa.gov

Dale.Robinson@noaa.gov

mailto:Cara.Wilson@noaa.gov
mailto:Dale.Robinson@noaa.gov

